If it Isn’t Tested, it Doesn’t Work:
Automated Verification of SOFIA Data Handling Software
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Abstract:
This project involves writing code to automate the verification testing of the Data
Handling Working Group (DHWG) software tools for the Stratospheric Observatory for
Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA). The DHWG tools extract engineering data from SOFIA
missions. Engineering data includes a variety of information on the operations and
status of SOFIA systems during a flight, including computer network traffic, user
commands, and images acquired from cameras mounted on the telescope assembly.
It is important to review engineering data because this data can lead to the discovery
of any problems or inefficiencies in SOFIA hardware and software. Analysis of
engineering data can also help improve overall system performance, enable long-term
trend analysis of system effectiveness, and aid in anomaly investigations. Many
different analysts run the DHWG tools, both during and after SOFIA missions.
Verification and testing of the DHWG tools ensures that they are properly
implemented and that they operate correctly. By automating the test procedures, tool
verification is greatly simplified, and this helps facilitate rapid deployment of tool
updates to users. The outcome of this project will be a set of Perl scripts that
automatically carry out the verification test procedures for the DHWG tools.

Automated Verification Tool Overview: Test Phases
dhwg_system_test.pl	
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Automated verification tool was taken from prototype stage (skeleton
code) to fully functional version, capable of testing DHWG software
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INIT_TESTS	
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DHWG Software Tools Overview:
• Data Extraction Tools
• xt.py – Python script to extract user-specified data from .ark (archive) files, e.g.
longitude, altitude, etc.
• timeconv.py – Python script to convert times specified in data files to SOFIA
time format, e.g. 2012-03-15T1:10:14.518Z (ISO 8601).
• taipsExtractor.jar – Extracts FITS image files within a given time range
from .ark (archival of raw engineering data) files.
• Data Manifesting Tools
• createManifest.pl – Creates an xml list of files and associated checksums for
GUI data (the GUI shows telescope status and is also used to send commands
to the telescope).
• createArkManifest.pl – Creates an xml list of files and associated checksums
for .ark files. The data manifesting tools are used to check file integrity—by
calculating file checksums and comparing them to checksums generated at the
time each file was created on the aircraft, we ensure the files are not corrupted.
• Batch Processing Tools
• runMap.bash – Runs the MOPS Automated Processing (MAP) engineering
pipeline to extract mission data (e.g. housekeeping data), and generate reports.
• Plotting Tools
• plotEngineering.bash – Uses gnuplot to plot engineering data from .out files.

TEST_INSTALL	
  

EXEC_TESTS	
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Sample Verification Tool Output: DHWG_PF.log
DHWG Automated Test Suite Results for EXEC_TESTS phase!
Test Suite Version Revision, test started Thu Jul 18 16:50:14 PDT 2013!
!
Thu Jul 18 16:50:14 PDT 2013!
***********************************************!
**** DM-0001: Data manifesting of mission_data!
***********************************************!
!
1 = PASS: Step 1 : gui_records directory does not exist after running createManifest.pl no!
2 = FAIL: Step 2 : Manifest (no gui_records) is missing mission_id.txt,
mission_ingest_data.minfo, imager_data/.*gz!
3 = FAIL: Step 3 : Start of MODSTOR file is improperly formatted, 1 line(s) differ from
expected value!
3.1 = PASS: Step 3.1 : All files have properly formatted MODSTOR entries!
3.2 = PASS: Step 3.2 : All files have properly calculated MODSTOR hash values!
3.3 = PASS: Step 3.3 : MODSTOR file has 5 <Datasource> entries!
3.4 = PASS: Step 3.4 : MODSTOR file has </SOFIADataManifest> closing statement!
4 = PASS: Step 4 : gui_records directory exists after running createManifest.pl yes!
5 = FAIL: Step 5 : Manifest (with gui_records) is missing mission_id.txt,
mission_ingest_data.minfo, imager_data/.*gz, gui_records/.*_2013-06-21_FO_F108.tar.gz!
!
*** FAIL *** (One or more tests failed)!
!
***********************************************!
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Engineering Data: Telescope Mirror and Outside Air Temperatures
The above graph shows actual engineering data from a SOFIA mission. Telescope
mirror temperature as recorded by the above sensor is graphed in red, while outside
air temperature is graphed in blue. As the mission progresses, outside air
temperature initially decreases due to the change in altitude, and telescope mirror
temperature drops correspondingly. Note that between 8:00 and 9:00UT, outside air
temperature increases, causing a slight rise in the telescope mirror temperature.
Engineering data such as this can help scientists and engineers analyze system
performance and understand anomalies in the scientific data that is collected.
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